No More Dead Crab!
… with Refrigeration Equipment
from Integrated Marine Systems
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18-TON SELF-CONTAINED HYDRAULIC
RSW SYSTEM WITH TITANIUM CHILLER

Glenn White, owner/operator, installed an Integrated
Marine Systems 18-Ton Titanium Hydraulic RSW package on the M/V Atlantic Conquest II. “With this system we’ve landed every pound this year—zero critically
weak. Crab are just as lively when we land the product
at the end of the trip as when they come off the bottom
in crab pots.”

RSW: Extends Your Time Fishing … Reduces Your Number of Trips & Costs
“I was in charge of the inspectors grading the crab that was landed at Burgeo a few years ago. There were two RSW
boats; all the other 20-plus boats involved in that experimental fishery for snow crab outside Canada’s 200-mile limit
used ice. Most trips were 3–5 days’ duration, it was
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practically impossible to get less than 15–20% dead
from the boats using ice, and the two RSW boats only
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tion. There are about 30 processors and probably
1,000–1,500 boats. The annual landings from crab usually exceed 100,000,000 pounds, so RSW can enhance the value of this catch significantly.”
—Joe Kennedy, DFA Western Regional Director (2003), Port Saunders, Newfoundland
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